The functional state of neuronal assemblies is critical for processing synaptic inputs in 48 sensory, motor and associative cortices (Gray, 1994; Fries et al., 2001 ; Uhlhaas and 49 Singer, 2010). Defined by intrinsic biophysical properties and extrinsic synaptic drives, 50 the activity of neurons in these cortical areas and their output are constantly adjusted by 51 ascending modulator inputs from sub-cortical nuclei (Zaborszky et al., 1999; Semba, 52 2000; Jones, 2003) . The basal forebrain (BF) is one of the key modulator systems of the 53 brain with its topographically organized and all-embracing projections innervating the 54 entire cerebral mantle (Jones, 2004; Mesulam, 2004) . Through distributed innervations, it 55 disseminates homeostatic and instructive signals from the reticular core of the forebrain, 56 midbrain and several brain stem structures to the higher levels. Until recently, most of the 57 modulator functions of the BF have been attributed to its cholinergic component (Everitt 58 and Robbins, 1997; Jones, 2004) despite the fact that cholinergic cells constitutes only a 59 third of the total population of BF neurons (Gritti et al., 1997; Zaborszky et al., 1999) . 60
More recently, however, the direct influence of basalo-cortical GABA-and glutamatergic 61 drives on the activity and functions of neurons in both allo-and isocortices has been 62 can be attributed to intrinsic electrogenic mechanisms and how influential are synaptic 85 inputs in shaping the output of these neurons. 86
The present study analyses the spontaneous firing of non-cholinergic cells in the 87 diagonal band Broca (DBB) in acute brain slices. It shows that the variety of outputs in 88 these (putative GABA-or possibly also glutamatergic) neurons is generated intrinsically, 89 subject to modulation by synaptic inputs, intracellular [ Numerous Cy3 labeled neurons were visible in medial septum, DBB, ventral pallidum 221 and in more caudal BF nuclei in fixed brain slices of Cy3-IgG192 injected animals. At 222 higher magnification, distinctly punctuate intracellular presence of Cy3 was evident, 223 consistent with its uptake and concentration in endosomal compartments (Hartig et al., 224 1998; Kacza et al., 2000) . Immuno-staining of MS and DBB containing slices for ChAT 225 revealed vast majority of DBB ChAT positive profiles being also labeled with Cy3-226 IgG192 (97.4 ±1.9%) (Fig. 1A-C) . Similarly, almost all Cy3-IgG192 positive profiles in 227 the DBB were also labeled positive for ChAT (98.7 ±1.1%) (Fig. 1C) . These data are 228 consistent with an high specificity of Cy3-IgG192 as a marker for labeling cholinergic 229 neurons in DBB nuclei, and agree with earlier studies, showing ∼100% in situ co-labeling 230 11 of ChAT positive cells with Cy3-IgG192 in rostral BF nuclei (Hartig et al., 1998) . 231
Congruently, whole-cell recordings from DBB Cy3-IgG192 positive and negative 232 neurons in 300 μm slices (n=6 and n=11, respectively) reveal characteristics 233 electrophysiological profiles (Fig. 2A, B and Fig. 3A-C) with hyperpolarization-234 activated inward rectifier current seen in all but only Cy3-IgG192 positive neurons (6/6, 235 100%) (Fig. 2A) . In contrast, the majority of Cy3 unlabeled (8/11, ∼72%) cells responded 236 to hyperpolarizing stimuli by delayed depolarizing sag potential, attributed to slow 237 activating Ih current ( and large size Cy3-IgG192 negative neurons within vertical and horizontal limbs of DBB 254 (Fig. 3A-C) . The (Fig. 3D-G) . Comparison of the discharge rates revealed 262 significant differences between three profiles (p<0.0001, one way ANOVA). The 263 heterogeneity of firing patterns was reflected also in ISI distribution histograms, with a 264 relatively regular firing tonic profiles yielding Gaussian shaped ISI distribution 265 histograms, contrasting to skewed ISI distribution of random or cluster firing cells (Fig. 3  266 E-H). Accordingly, the ISI CV was the lowest in tonic (mean S.E. CV=0.22 ±0.1) 267 followed by random (mean S.E. CV=0.58 ±0.13) and being the highest in clusters firing 268 profiles (mean S.E. CV=0.86 ±0.14) (p=0.00032, one way ANOVA) (Fig. 3H) . Thus, in 269 the absence of long-range synaptic inputs in acute brain slices, DBB neurons discharge 270 spontaneously, similar to single units of BF shown in vivo (Zaborszky and Duque, 2003) . were assessed in the presence of kynurinate and picrotoxin. No changes in discharge rate 298 14 or regularity of tonic (n=5; p=0.78) and cluster firing (n=4; p=0.31) cells were revealed 299 upon application of atropine (10μM) (Morton and Davies, 1997). In contrast, both tonic 300 (discharge rate increase 32.4 ±5.1%; n=7, p=0.029) and cluster firing (discharge rate 301 increase 24.4 ±4.6%, n=3, p=0.008) were accelerated after exposure of slices to 302 muscarine (20μM) (Peinado, 2000) . Acceleration of firing produced by muscarine was 303 accompanied with enhancement of ISI CV (2.5-fold, n=7) and emergence of spike cluster 304 episodes ( Fig. 4C1-C2 ). Overall, these findings suggest considerable modulation of the 305 firing activity of DBB non-cholinergic cell by spontaneous GABA A /glycinergic but not 306 glutamate-or cholinergic synaptic inputs. 307 caused a rapid discharge rate increase and switched tonic firing cells into cluster firing 315 mode (10 min after treatment: firing rate increase 134.6 ±11.6%, CV increase 4.3 fold; 316 p<0.0001; n=9) ( Fig. 5A1-2) . In 7 neurons, high rate irregular firing induced by cobalt 317 persisted during the entire (15 min) recording session, while in 2 cells, discharge 318 acceleration was followed by cessation of firing (not shown). ]-NPY (n=8) (rate change, p=0.54; ISI CV change p=0.32, respectively) 359 (Fig. 6C) . To establish membrane potential changes associated with NPY induced 360 acceleration of spiking, the effects of this peptide were examined using whole-cell 361 current clamp recordings. From 4 spontaneously firing Cy3-IgG192 negative cells tested, 362 in 3 NPY (0.5 μM) caused increase in both discharge rate (72.3±11%; p=0.0021) and ISI 363 CV (3.4±0.3 fold) associated with a shift of the inter-spike voltage towards more 364 depolarized potentials and reduction of AHPs (Fig. 7A, B) . were examined under the blockade of both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. Fig.  382   8 (A-C) illustrates examples of inter-modal switch in non-cholinergic neuron caused by 383 bias current injection. As shown, tonic regular activity is switched to cluster siring mode 384 by depolarization while constant hyperpolarizing current turns a cluster firing neuron into 385 tonic (Fig. 8A, B) . With such manipulations, a low-rate random firing neurons could be 386 switched into tonic, which in turn converted into cluster firing by injection additional 387 depolarizing current or vice versa (Fig. 8B, C and Fig. 9 ). Similar experiments with low 388 rate random (n=5), tonic (n=11) and cluster firing (n=6) cells demonstrated that variety of 389 functional states are highly dynamic and inter-convertible regardless their initial firing 390 profile. Notably, strong depolarizing current could also mimic effects of BAPTA or 391 cobalt, occasionally causing complete blockade of spiking with emergence of sub-392 threshold membrane potential oscillations (n=11) (Fig. 8D) , a feature attributed to BF 393
GABAergic neurons stimulated by prolonged depolarizing currents (Alonso et al., 1996) . 394 Taken suggests that tonic firing is the most preferred and electrochemically favorable activity 496 state of non-cholinergic cells. Given that the discharge modes of these neurons and their 497 dynamic states can be influenced by synaptic inputs and modulator drives, their output at 498 a given time should represent the integral of self-sustaining activity with synaptic drives 499 and modulator inputs (Fig. 10) . 500 501
Functional implications 502
Although both cholinergic and non-cholinergic components of the ascending basalo-503 cortical modulator system are well recognized, there is ongoing dispute over the origin of 
